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Welcome to the Alaskan Command Arctic Symposium 2019 

Honored guests, thank you for parti cipating in the Alaskan Command Arctic Symposium 2019. I 
would like to thank Alaskan Command and the University of Alaska for hosting as well as the 
Arctic Domain Awareness Center for their vital assistance in preparing for this event. 

This symposium provides an excellent opportunity to come together as part of an Arctic 
community of interest and examine the challenges presented by a changing and dynamic Arctic 
region . Once considered an inhospitable and inaccessible buffer, the Arctic is increasingly 
becoming a potential attack vector and area of competition. 

As Commander of both North American Aerospace Defense and U.S. Northern Command, and 
the U.S. Department of Defense Advocate for Arctic Capabilities, I closely monitor the changing 
environmental and strategic conditions throughout the Arctic region. These changing conditions 
require us to have increased Arctic awareness, enhanced Arctic operations and a strengthened 
rules-based order in the Arctic. The security of our nations depends on our ability to detect, 
defend and deter threats in the Arctic even as our adversaries make overt efforts to operate in and 
through the Arctic to advance their own interests. 

I ask that each of you use thi s symposium to cooperatively address the security challenges and 
the Arctic capabilities needed to surpass adversarial threats. Operating in the Arctic presents 
unique challenges that require a whole-of-government approach, provide opportuniti es for robust 
cooperation with Alaskan Natives and necessi tate a unified effort that includes international 
partners. The Arctic Symposium is your opportunity to collaborate and conduct a deliberate 
assessment of our collective missions and unique requirements in the region. 

1 encourage all participants to take advantage of this outstanding forum to network, exchange 
infonnation and identify future opportunities for fu11her cooperation and collaboration. Your 
involvement and contributions to the symposium will certainly shape our way forward in 
ensuring the Arctic is a secure and stable region. 
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